













	Context and Highlights: Wudinna Kindergarten’s sessions were offered over two full days on Tuesdays and Thursdays from 8:30 – 3:30pm. In term 4 we held “Friday kindy” to ensure we offer the full entitlement of 600hrs. We began the year with 21 children and we finished with 23. Of these, 8 children attended kindy via bus. We were allocated a 0.5 Director/teacher and a 0.5 teacher. We also have a permenant ECW2. Preschool support programs were utilised to assist children with additional needs. All children attending our kindergarten had their speech assessed in their first term of kindergarten.  Eight out of 23 children were referred to the speech pathologist. Some of the Major highlights for Wudinna Kindy include: * Our PASM results showed significant growth (at least +2) for every child at Wudinna Kindy.  Beck’s participation in the Results Plus program and seeing some positive changes to pedagogy being made as a result, particularly with relation to our focus on Inquiry Based Learning (transforming tasks: from tell to ask/children's voice/socratic question/explore before explain). * Attendance by staff to "The Nest" at Alberton. It has been great to hear staff evaluating their practice and making changes to their pedagogy as a result. A large update of our kindy room to make the classroom more engaging. * Engagement in Loose Parts play and bookmaking - developing our understandings and pedagogy in these playful pedagogies. Use of involvement scale/active learning environment to assess engagement.   * Growth in use and understanding of Preschool Numeracy Indicators including reporting against them in statement of learning. * Involvement by staff in Results Plus EYPLC* Documenting Inquiry Based Learning in a project book to share with children and families * Excellent feedback from parents in our annual opinion survey* Parent participation and engagement in our program, Governing Council and fund raising opportunities.* The development of our Bush Tucker Garden.* Introduction of a "chook yard" after a neighbours chicken made its way into our kindy grounds. We have collected data about possible names and completed an inquiry about a green egg which was brought in on Fathers Day. We currently have a broody hen and are investigation the hatching process of some Blue 'Aracana' eggs.  
	Report from the Governing Council: As Chairperson of the Wudinna RSL Memorial Kindergarten Governing Council 2016 I was impressed with the way our governing council members, this year were focused was on ‘getting the job done’ while also being an enjoyable, easy going group to work with. Our Governing Council is a group of parents passionate about their child’s development and providing the best possible learning environment for our children. Our role was made easy with the amazing work of Beck Sampson; she is an organised, passionate and caring kindy director.Governing Council was involved in numerous fundraising events including; Mini Olympics, Facebook auction, Seeding Meals packages, Canteen stall at Wudinna Show, Easter Raffle, Picture Plates & Toy catalogues. Fundraising money has purchased a new photocopier and put towards painting the building in the future.Kindy staff attended training at “The Nest” a play-based Primary School in Adelaide. All staff found this inspirational and many benefits could be seen. We have rewritten the kindy’s philosophy, reviewing the constitution and reviewing site policies. The Healthy food policy was looked and the tradition of bring in a birthday cake has been changed to healthy fruit cakes and we are working on introducing a fake that all children can use on birthdays.  I believe that the Wudinna Kindy has provided the best possible learning environment where children can develop into confident, thoughtful young people ready to take the next step in to school life. Personally I feel my child grew and learnt a lot during her year at Kindy, she was treated as an individual and all staff care for her development and wellbeing; I believe all children attending were treated this way. Lastly, I would encourage all Kindy parents to get involved in the Kindy whether it is to join the Governing Council, volunteer with hands-on help or just attend Kindy functions. 
	Quality Improvement Planning: In our 2016 QIP we had a strong focus on Quality Area 1 - Developing the Educational program and practice. We focused particularly on QA 1.2.1 - Each child’s learning and development is assessed using an ongoing cycle of planning, documentation and evaluation. Our plan was to ensuring each Individual Learning Plan was used as a working document. To do this we used parent Voice, as well as our data (obs, PASM/Speech/language and levels of questioning) to set goals for each child.  We then developed a ILP table for educators to refer to with at least 3 learning goals for each child. We ensured our observations were focused and intervention processes clear.  We made a commitment to review the Individual Learning Plans termly in order to ensure development was recorded and new goals set. We placed this information in a table within the daily debrief book in order to refer back to this during debriefs.  We also monitored the frequency of Learning Stories for each child. In 2016 each child had two Individual Learning Stories per term. Our goal was to align this with the Individual Learning Plan goals - however some Learning Stories did align and some did not. We were also participants in a Numeracy Inquiry Project whereby we chose to investigate the numeracy involved in our Inquiry Based Learning. We found children were often applying "numeracy learning processes" during the inquiry and there was also opportunity to extend mathematical thinking.  The outcomes from this project include:* Educators are now looking for opportunities to extend inquiry mathematically.   Educators knowledge and understanding of the Numeracy indicators increased and they are now able to plan, collect      data and report to families via the Preschool Statement of Learning. * Children at risk of falling behind were supported. All children were stretched in a targeted way. Inquiry gave us the   opportunity have multiple entry points - low floor/high ceiling. * Educators were able to reflect on their pedagogy and practice.
	Attendance Comment: In 2016 our overall attendance was above state average. In term 3 our attendance is recorded as 76.2 however data was not entered on one day in this period making this incorrect. We accumulated our Universal access hours from the previous 3 terms and held “Friday kindy in term 4. This was endorsed by Gaynor Hellier. We had good attendance in term 4 to the Friday sessions. Having a kindy Mobile has meant that there are rarely unexplained absenses. We generally get a text on the day of the absence. Some of the strategies outlined in our attendance plan are: - Providing parents with an extract from the DECD attendance policy encouraging attendance and outlining the benefits. - Explaining data collection weeks to parents and its impact on staffing- Making contact with parents when children have an unexplained absence.- Parents encouraged to use ttest the kindy when their child is absent. 
	Enrolment Comment: Our Enrolments remained at 21 for much of the year.  In term 4, week 4 we had an Aboriginal Enrolment. This child will continue to be eligible for preschool in 2017. In term 3, a child with special needs was eligible for early entry. He attended 1 session a week in term 3 and 1 full day (2 sessions) in term 4.  We work collaboratively with the local Library who forward a list of children born to the district (collected from their 'Born to Read' program). We then seek any additional enrolments through the local Granite newsletter, Playgroup and Occasional Care, this ensures our enrolment procedures are seamless and we are aware well in advance of the children who may be attending in the future. We also then ensure Occasional Care flyers are sent directly to parents in the lead up to children starting kindy, if they are not enrolled already.Though we are not in competition with other preschools in the area, We will continue to promote our centre in the community. 
	Destination Schools Comment: Of the 21 children who were enrolled at Wudinna Kindy in 2016, All children will go on to reception at Wudinna Area School. 
	AmountGrants Commonwealth: 
	AmountGrants State: 
	AmountOther: DECD $55209.10
	AmountParent Contributions: $9566
	Client Opinion Summary: A Parent Opinion Survey was distributed during the year and a high level of satisfaction was indicated by the Wudinna Kindergarten community.Our Kindy staff team is very proud of the high quality preschool program and environment that we provide for children and their families.Parent comments that endorse this satisfaction include:-* It is very clear that all the staff love their jobs and are constantly reviewing/changing things as new learning opportunities   arise. *Love the modern learning. There is no old program being rolled out year after year. Always fresh ideas.* Very happy with the teaching and recording of learning at the Kindy. * My child is learning and growing in many areas.* Fantastic! Parents receive text messages most days, wonderful portfolio folders, always happy to talk on phone or in      person and they let parents be actively involved.* I feel welcome and comfortable visiting and talking to all Kindy teachers.* There is a lot of communication with parents about the way Kindy is functioning. Parents can go on Governing Council or     speak to teachers at any time.*  Beck is extremely organised, passionate, forward thinking, caring and approachable!! *  This is the 2nd time I have been a parent of a child at this Kindy. Both times amazing experience which I strongly believe    is because of* Staff, especially the leadership. I love going in and spending time with the Kindy.* I am immensely happy with all aspects of my childs learning.As our ECW inputs individual surveys, we are aware that the neutral responses belonged to one survey. We feel that we provide communication which is over and above expectations which is reinforced but parent opinion/comments. Regardless we always aim to monitor and improve our communication and we have begun a private Facebook page for 2017 families to trial. 
	DECO Relevant History Screening: Rebecca Sampson, Teacher, Registration January 2018Sarah Williams, Teacher Registration, January 2017Carmen Davis, Teacher registrationWendy Simpson ECW2 Child related employment August 2015Nicole Payne ECW Child related employment January 2018Alanna Barns ECW2 - finance Child related employment October 2017Miriam Brands  Volunteer Child related volunteer September 2017Lucy Schultz TRT Registration, Jan 2019Colleen May Stevenson TRT Registration, Jan 2018   Craig Steele, Contract gardener, Child related employment, August 2017
	EALD funding improvements: 
	Disabilities funding improvements: 
	describe achievement outcomes: Funding was used to allow staff to attend termly Early Years PLC meet ups. The PLC has had a strong focus on the 4 Results Plus outcomes and enacting pedagogical shift through Transforming tasks. In addition staff were involved in a Numeracy Inquiry Project and teaching staff were released to document project results.  
	Outcomes achieved or procress towards these outcomesImproved outcomes for children with additional language or dialect: 
	Outcomes achieved or procress towards these outcomesImproved outcomes for children with disabilities: 
	Outcomes achieved or procress towards these outcomesRow1: 


